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Abstract— This paper presents a surgical master-slave teleoperation system for percutaneous interventional procedures
under continuous magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance.
This system consists of a piezoelectrically actuated slave robot
for needle placement with integrated ﬁber optic force sensor
utilizing Fabry-Perot interferometry (FPI) sensing principle.
The sensor ﬂexure is optimized and embedded to the slave
robot for measuring needle insertion force. A novel, compact
opto-mechanical FPI sensor interface is integrated into an MRI
robot control system. By leveraging the complementary features
of pneumatic and piezoelectric actuation, a pneumatically
actuated haptic master robot is also developed to render force
associated with needle placement interventions to the clinician.
An aluminum load cell is implemented and calibrated to close
the impedance control loop of the master robot. A force-position
control algorithm is developed to control the hybrid actuated
system. Teleoperated needle insertion is demonstrated under
live MR imaging, where the slave robot resides in the scanner
bore and the user manipulates the master beside the patient
outside the bore. Force and position tracking results of the
master-slave robot are demonstrated to validate the tracking
performance of the integrated system. It has a position tracking
error of 0.318mm and sine wave force tracking error of 2.227N.
Keywords: MRI-compatible robot, percutaneous therapy,
image-guided needle placement, pneumatic control, Fabry-Perot
interferometry, haptics, teleoperation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RI has been evolving from primarily a diagnostic
imaging modality to an interventional guidance tool in
a number of clinical procedures, ranging from perfcutaneous
intervention of prostates [1], endoscopic surgery of the
abdomen [2] to cranial surgery [3]. In terms of the interaction
between surgeon and robotic systems, surgical robots can be
generally classiﬁed as three major categories [4], namely:
supervisory controlled systems, teleoperated systems, and
shared control systems. A teleoperation system is particularly
favorable for MRI-guided therapy because it allows the
clinician to directly control the procedure, while avoiding
ergonomic issues associated with performing a procedure
inside a scanner bore.
As it is clearly beneﬁcial to visualize interventional procedures on the ﬂy, but also commensurately challenging to
develop MRI-compatible devices to assist surgeons, the past
decade has witnessed signiﬁcant endeavor from actualizing
MRI-compatible instrumentations to elaborating intelligent
surgical equipment utilizing robotics approaches [5], [6].
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Since an open bore MRI scanner avails itself of more space
for the surgeon and the medical equipment, either vertically
(double-donut type, like SIGNA SP, 0.5 Tesla, General Electric, USA) [7] or horizontally (AIRIS-II, 0.3 Tesla, Hitachi
Medical Corp., Japan) [8], early MRI-compatible robotics
were tailored for procedures therein. However, the most
commonly available MRI scanners are closed-bore, high ﬁeld
diagnostic MRI based on a single superconducting magnet.
In addition to increased availability, this type of scanner
can offer better image quality, resolution, and acquisition
speeds; therefore, the goal of this work is to further enable
interventional procedures in readily available high ﬁeld MRI
scanners.
This kind of MRI scanner bore imposes several challenges
on MRI-guided needle placement procedures. First, needle
placement is intrinsically difﬁcult due to tissue deformation,
edema, needle deﬂection, and respiration induced motion
or involuntary motion of the patient, etc. Second, as the
radiologist has to reach the surgical site inside scanner during
the procedure, they have to mentally register the targets
and surgical tool, which is time-consuming, awkward, and
potentially unsafe and inaccurate. This often necessitates an
iterative procedure where the patient is moved out of scanner
for the intervention and move inside the scanner for imaging
conﬁrmation. Third, the limited space inside the bore is
typically 60 − 70cm in diameter and 200cm in length. As
the patient’s target anatomy is usually placed at the isocenter of the scanner and more than 1 meter away from the
boundary of scanner, it was found that the ergonomics of
manual needle placement or insertion proved very difﬁcult
in the conﬁnes of the scanner bore.
Teleoperation allows control of a needle insertion procedure from outside the scanner bore, but this removes the
haptic feeback experienced by the surgeon which provides
useful information as they place the needle. Correspondingly, we describe the following MRI-compatible masterslave teleoperation system with haptic feedback is desirable
re-establish haptic sensation and address these issues. First,
an MRI-compatible needle placement robot (slave robot) is
designed with high accuracy to precisely control the needle
motion. Second, a diverse array of sensors (e.g. position
encoders, optical tool tracker) is integrated and fused to
register and display the surgical tool information with the
pre-operative or intra-operative MRI volume. UltrasoundMRI registration or CT-MRI registration is also possible to
be integrated to improve the surgical outcome. Third, the
compact design of the robot is capable of circumventing the
space limit to the surgeon. Most importantly, the teleoperated
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can be monitored from the scanner console as redundant
safety mechanism. The interventional slave robot is located
inside the scanner bore to perform the procedure under
teleoperation from the haptic master robot which is also
inside the scanner room besides the patient bed. The surgeon
manipulates the haptic device to control needle placement,
whereas the FPI ﬁber optic force sensor measures needle
insertion force and reﬂects back to the surgeon by the
pneumatic haptic device. The force controller regulates surgeon’s force sensation by closing an impedance control force
feedback loop with a master side strain gauge force sensor.
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master-slave system described here allows the surgeon to
perform the operation from beside the patient in the scanner
room, but outside the constraints of the scanner bore, where
the surgeon can control a haptic master device to teleoperate
the slave robot to achieve simultaneous manipulation and
visualization, and even dynamically compensate interventional errors. Since expert surgeons are known to rely on
the kinesthetic feedback to identify tissue properties, a force
feedback is crucial to the teleoperation system which usually
sacriﬁces tactile feedback to achieve the aforementioned
beneﬁts.
Recently, a number of MRI-compatible manipulators have
been developed to serve as the slave robot from a teleoperation perspective, [9]–[13] to name only a few. For a detailed
review of current status, see [14], [15] for details. Currently,
the ﬁeld of MRI-compatible haptic devices is also quickly
sprouting. Gassert et al. [16] employed a haptic interface with
light intensity based ﬁber optic sensor to measures interaction
forces with the human subject for a neuroscience brain
activity study with functional MRI (fMRI). Yu et al. [17]
compared hydrodynamic and pneumatic actuation of haptic
interfaces during live fMRI. Hara et al. [18] investigated an
electrostatic haptic joystick for similar applications. Turkseven and Ueda [19] designed and evaluated a 1-axis force
sensing haptic interface utilizing light intensity modulation.
MRI-compatible master-slave system developments have
been carried out in very few groups. Kokes et al. [20]
evaluated a teleoperated hydraulic needle driver robot utilizing commercially available haptic interface (PHANTOM
Omni, SensAble Technologies, Inc, USA) which is not MRIcompatible, thus located outside the MRI room. Yang et al.
[21] from the same group developed a pneumatic needle
driver with piezoelectric driven Cartesian stage (slave robot)
and a master robot with electrical motor actuation and
commercially available force sensor. Seifabadi et al. [22]–
[24] evaluated position tracking accuracy for a teleoperated
needle insertion robot without haptic feedback. Tse et al.
[25] developed a haptic system with piezoelectric motor and
proposed neural network based admittance force control.
In our previous research effort, we have developed piezoelectric actuator drivers to control prostate needle placement robot [26] and concentric tube robot [27] allowing
simultaneous imaging with robot motion. From meticulous
analysis and comparison of different actuation and sensing
principles, piezoelectric actuation is preferable to pneumatic
or hydraulic approaches in applications such as needle placement due to its high position control accuracy. Pneumatic
systems, which can use direct regulation of air pressure,
are intrinsically ideal for force control, thus a favorable
candidate for human-robot haptic interaction. Fiber optic
force sensors operate on non-electrical signals, thus the
promising technique for force sensing on a needle driver
inside the MRI scanner’s bore. However, stain gage based
force sensor [28] can be designed to work outside MRI
scanner bore, such as in a master manipulator.
As shown in Fig. 1, the teleoperation system and the
surgeon are located inside MRI scanner room. The procedure
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Fig. 1.
System architecture for the master-slave teleoperation system
where the haptic master device provides force feedback while MRI display
provides visual feedback during intervention.

The primary contributions of this paper include: 1) optimizing the design of needle force sensor ﬂexure and
designing a compact FPI interface for highly sensitive force
sensing; 2) developing a pneumatic haptic master device with
strain gauge force sensing for human-in-the-loop interaction,
3) integrating a master device with previously designed
piezoelectrically actuated prostate needle placement robot
to implement an MRI-compatible hybrid actuated teleoperation system inside MRI scanner room; 4) implementing a
bilateral teleoperation control of the master-slave system; 5)
experimentally evaluating position and force tracking of the
master-slave robotic system.
II. F LEXURE DESIGN AND OPTO - MECHANICAL DESIGN
FOR SLAVE ROBOT WITH FPI FORCE SENSING
We have developed a 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) needle
placement robot which consists of 3-DOF needle driver
module and a 3-DOF Cartesian stage with a ﬁducial tracking
frame [29]. The Cartesian stage consists of an insertion, a
lateral and a vertical translation. The needle driver provides
two co-axial insertion translations and an axial rotation. A
preliminary study of this slave robot is shown in [26].
To achieve force sensing within the required range for
needle placement, a ﬂexure mechanism design is presented
here. The early study [30] shows that the original optomechanical design is bulky and difﬁcult to be integrated
inside MRI scanner room with the piezoelectric motion
control system. The developed more compact and portable
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opto-mechanical laser driver and interrogator is imperative
for MRI applications.
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A. Flexure Design for Integration with Slave Robot
Besides ﬁber optic sensors utilizing light intensity modulation (e.g. [31]), wavelength modulation approach is also
studied by Park et al. using Fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
[32]. However, Fabry-Perot interference ﬁber optic sensor
offers several advantages over other approaches. First, in
contrast to intensity modulated techniques, FPI, a phase
modulated interferometry, provides absolute force measurement, independent of light source power variations – a
common problem that occurs due to ﬂexing of ﬁber optic
cables. Second, it takes advantage of multi-mode ﬁber and
minimizes adverse effect of thermal and chemical changes.
Third, it can be miniaturized in meso-scale and integrated to
surgical tools (e.g. catheters or needles). In addition to biocompatibility, it is sterilization tolerant with ethylene oxide
and autoclave. The operating temperature is −40◦ to 250◦ .
The sensing strain ranges from ±1000μ to ±5000μ with
resolution 0.01% of full scale. Most importantly, because it
relies on simple interference pattern based voltage measurement, signal conditioning is simple in comparison with FBG
sensors. The FPI ﬁber sensor element (FISO Technologies,
Inc., Canada) is relatively inexpensive (about $250) and
can be designed to be disposable. The strain measurement
principle with the annotation of length of the cavity and
gauge (modiﬁed based on datasheet from the vendor) is
shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2.
FPI sensor element showing the strain measurement optical
components [33].

The stain is calculated in the following formula:
ε=

ΔL
Lcavity − Lo
=
Lgage
Lgage

FPI sensor fiber
Piezoelectric motor fixture

Fig. 3. Flexure conﬁguration integrated with the slave prostate needle
placement manipulator. The inlay shows the ﬂexure design and FPI ﬁber
sensor element embedded inside the sensor groove. The FPI sensor element
is placed vertically on the surface of the ﬂexure.

the dynamic range and ensures that the strain is within the
sensing range of FPI. The length of sensing region is 10mm,
and the center of active sensing region is 5mm away from the
distal end of the ﬁber. Thus horizontal strain enhancement
groove is located 5.75mm from the top of the ﬂexure and
9.75mm from the bottom to allocate the full length of the
ﬁber. Two piezoelectric motor ﬁxture slots are used to
constrain the piezoelectric motor drive rods, in combination
with a quick disconnect ﬁxture block.
Aluminum alloy 6061 with Young’s Modulus of 69GPa
is used as the material of the ﬂexure. As shown in Fig.4,
FEA conﬁrms that the design is capable of measuring 20
Newton needle insertion force. The calibration is conducted
by adding standard weights on the FPI sensor ﬂexure in the
same direction as the real needle force direction. The calibrated relationship between force and ﬁnal output voltage
signal is
u = 0.944 cos(0.668f − 0.025) + 4.989

where Lcavity is the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity, in
nanometers (varies between 8, 000 and 23, 000nm), Lgage
is the gauge length (space between the fused weldings), in
millimeters. Lo is the initial length of the Fabry-Perot cavity,
in nanometers ε is the total strain measurement, in μ trains.
The FPI ﬁber sensor (FOS-N-BA-C1-F1-M2-R1-ST, FISO
Technologies, Inc., Canada) is embedded inside the sensor
groove vertically and the ﬂexure is integrated with the
prostate needle driver as shown in Fig.3. Two ﬂexure screw
mounts are used to couple with the robot mechanism. A
strain enhancement groove, developed through ﬁnite element
analysis (FEA) optimization of the ﬂexture design, enhances

where f is the force in Newtons and u is the voltage in
volts. The root mean square (RMS) error of the calibration
is 0.318N.
B. Compact and Portable Opto-mechanical Design
The dimension of the preliminary benchtop optomechanical FPI interface system is about 80cm ×80cm
to generate the light pathway. To reduce cost and size, a
compact design iteration is developed to replace the typical
benchtop FPI interfaces with a portable device that can
reside inside the MRI robot controller box as described in
the preliminary study [30] The ﬁnal design is shown in
Fig.5. A laser driver (LD1100, Thorlabs, Inc., USA) provides
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Fig. 4. Finite element analysis result. Red arrows indicate the applied
force, which is 10 Newton for each area, totally 20 Newton axial force.
Green arrows indicate the ﬁxed surface.

constant power with continuous laser output adjustment
using a pin-programmable feedback gain. The light passes
through pigtailed laser diode (LPS-635-FC ,Thorlabs, Inc.,
USA) and goes through the cube-mounted pellicle beam
splitter (CM1-BP1, Thorlabs, Inc., USA). Two collimator
(FiberPort PAF-X-2-532, Thorlabs, Inc., USA) are placed in
orthogonal orientation inside an aluminum optical housing.
A 10 meter long optical ﬁber is connected to the FPI ﬁber
cable through a FC/ST connector. All of the optical system
is enclosed inside the piezoelectric motor controller located
in the scanner room.

has been used for MRI-compatible master robots, since it
can be designed without ferrous components or electrical
signals and more importantly, the pressure output has a
direct relationship with control signal which makes the force
control much easier than piezoelectric motors. Thus pressure
regulated pneumatics becomes a natural choice as an actuator
for a haptic master device. To our knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst development for MRI-guided surgical applications by
utilizing hybrid pneumatic-piezoelectric actuation for masterslave control, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 6, the haptic master device includes a
rotation encoded module to sense the rotation motion of the
virtual needle’s handle for steering, and also a translational
module that provides pneumatically actuated haptic force
feedback. A key feature of this design is that it decouples
the rotation and translation motion. The bearing housing
follows the rotation of the shaft actuated by user manual
rotation of the biopsy needle. Then the outer ring of the ball
bearings is rotated correspondingly. The inner ring of the
ball bearing maintains not rotated, but transmits the insertion
force exerted by the translation module. The two angular
contact ball bearings (Igus, Inc., East Providence, RI, USA)
are placed against each other to provide better support to
axial direction force.
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Fig. 5. The compact opto-mechanical design of FPI interfaces that are
capable of residing inside MRI robot controller box.

III. P NEUMATIC DRIVEN MASTER ROBOT WITH STRAIN
GAUGE FORCE SENSING

The search for actuation approaches for haptic device with
force feedback has been arduous since it requires to be MRIcompatible, reliable, and robust. Piezoelectric motors have
been evaluated in our research group, as well as in [25],
[34] with admittance control to regulate force outputs or
novel mechanism design [35] as haptic actuators. However,
our experience shows that this kind of motor is inherently
non-backdrivable and relies on friction interaction between
piezoelectric elements and the motor drive rod or ring,
and therefore suffers from quickly wearing out and failure
in a short operation duration [36]. Pneumatic actuation

Fig. 6. CAD model of the pneumatic haptic master device with decoupled
rotation and translation mechanisms. An aluminum load cell is calibrated
to measure interaction force between the user and the biopsy needle. A
custom MRI-compatible pneumatic cylinder is used to render force. The
mechanism includes a rotation, translation, and the haptic module that
provides pneumatically actuated haptic force feedback.

Fig. 6 depicts the CAD model of the pneumatic haptic
master device while Fig. 7 illustrates the system schematic.
A custom MRI-compatible pneumatic cylinder [37], which
is regulated by an opposing pair of high speed piezoelectric
pressure regulator valves (PRE-I, Hoerbiger, Germany), is
used to render force. With a fast response time of 10ms
and a relationship between pressure and control current
by 2mA/bar (1bar is 100, 000 Pa), this MRI-compatible
piezoelectric valve can regulate pressure up to 689kPa with
control input ranging from 0 to 20mA. A linear voltage
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43mm. The RMS error of position tracking is 0.318mm. The
fastest tracking speed during the test is 4.76mm/s, which is
sufﬁcient for manual needle insertion procedures.

Translation/mm

to current conversion circuit board is designed to transmit
the 0 − 48V analog output from the piezoelectric motor
controller [27] to the desired current. Two pressure sensors
(PX309-100G5V, Omega, USA) are used to measure the
pressure output of the valves. All of the valves, circuit board
and pressure sensors are enclosed inside the controller box
located in the scanner room to eliminate the distance between
the valves and pneumatic cylinders as much as possible in
order to reduce the cylinder response time. An aluminum
load cell (MLP-10, Transducer Techniques, USA) with 44.45
Newton sensing range is also used to measure interaction
force between the user and the biopsy needle.
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Fig. 8. Master-slave position tracking results and its error. The master
robot is manually moved and the insertion axis of slave robot tracks this
motion in 27.6 seconds with 0.318 mm RMS error.
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B. Master Robot Force Tracking Experiment
The master robot force tracking was further evaluated in a
benchtop setting. The master robot is pushed against a rigid
ﬁxture to maintain solid stabilization of the biopsy needle
interface. Then master robot is commanded to track the force
from a simulated FPI sensing of slave robot. The pressure
force generated by the opposing pair of piezoelectric valves
is
F p = P 1 A 1 − P 2 A2

Piezoelectric
valve
Pressure sensor

Master Force
robot sensor
Pneumatic cylinder

Fig. 7. Mechanical and electrical connection of the master-slave system,
where solid line shows the mechanical connection, dashed and dotted line
shows the electrical signal. The MRI robot controller supports analog
input/output for force sensing and piezoelectric valve control in addition
to piezoelectric motor actuation.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION OF I NTEGRATION AND
C ONTROL OF M ASTER -S LAVE T ELEOPERATION S YSTEM
The master-slave system integration and evaluation of
the position and force tracking capability of the bilateral
teleoperation system is described in this section. Teleoperated
needle placement results under continuous live MRI guidance
are also reported.
A. Slave Robot Position Tracking Experiment
The accuracy study starts from a position tracking experiment of the slave robot to follow master robot motion. The
master robot is manually moved in the insertion direction
to simulate an approximated sinusoidal motion. Both master
and slave positions are recorded while running teleoperation
by sending master robot position to slave robot in a servo
loop running at 1kHz. As shown in Fig. 8, the slave robot’s
insertion axis tracks the master robot motion in a range about

where P1 and P2 are pressure of the two chambers, A1 and
A2 are the piston areas. For the desired control force Fd , the
desired pressure of each valve is calculated as follows:
If Fd ≥ 0,
 d
P1 = A11 (F d + P20 A2 )
P2d = P20
If Fd < 0,


P2d

P1d = P10
= − A12 (F d − P10 A1 )

where P10 and P20 are initially set pressure of the two
chambers.
For the purpose of evaluation, both sinusoidal (constant
frequency) and chirp (time varying frequency) voltage signals are used as simulated FPI reference forces. The reference sinusoidal force signal is deﬁned as F d = a sin(2πf t)+
b, where a = 7, b = 9, f = 1. The reference chirp force
signal is deﬁned as F d = a sin(2πf t) + b, where a = 7, b =
9, f = 0.01t. Fig. 9 demonstrates that the tracking capability
of the two signals with RMS errors 2.227N and 2.580 N
respectively. As this preliminary result tracks 1Hz sinusoidal
force signal, whereas the one from [17] is much slower at
0.1 Hz with a similar tracking performance.
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observable artifact [26], and are working to evaluate the
optimal real-time scan parameters for monitoring needle
insertion.
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Fig. 11. Example screen shots of the needle trajectory from insertion
to retraction under live MRI guidance during teleoperation. The 18 gauge
clinical needle made of titanium induces visually identiﬁable artifact for
tracking with an echo planar imaging sequence at 2Hz.
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Fig. 9. Master-slave force tracking results. The master robot is regulated
to track a 1Hz sinusoidal (top) and chirp signal (bottom) to evaluate the
bandwidth the force control system. RMS errors are 2.227 Newton and
2.580 Newton respectively.

C. Teleoperated Needle Insertion under Live MRI
Fig. 10 illustrates the teleoperation system setup with a
Siemens 3 Tesla MRI scanner. A clinical MRI-compatible
display resides beside the scanner to provide visual feedback
of live imaging during the teleoperated needle placement
procedure.

Slave robot

MRI display

Master robot

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents a surgical master-slave teleoperation
system for percutaneous interventional procedures under
continuous MRI guidance. Prostate biopsy is the primary
clinical application, while this system is generally applicable
for other percutaneous procedures (e.g. neurosurgery or cardiac interventions). By leveraging the complementary feature
of two MRI-compatible actuation approaches, a pneumatically actuated haptic master robot is developed to render
needle placement force with a piezoelectrically actuated slave
robot with FPI force sensing. Force and position tracking
results are demonstrated to validate the tracking performance
of the integrated system.
Teleoperated prostate biopsy for multiple targets has been
conducted in the hospital, and a thorough analysis of the
accuracy of this result is under way. Improved imaging
sequence development is in progress. An advanced force
control algorithm is being exploited to improve the force
tracking performance. Statistical user study would facilitate
to understand the system performance in comparison with
manual needle placement.

Piezoelectric
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A clinical 18 gauge biopsy needle (Invivo International,
Netherlands) which is made of low artifact titanium is used
for insertion into gelatin phantom. Fig. 11 shows four example screen shots of the needle trajectory from insertion to
retraction under live MRI guidance. The imaging sequences
utilized echo planar imaging (EPI) at 2Hz to visualize the
real-time insertion. Needle artifact at the tip is observed. The
crescent shaped artifact is largely due the imaging sequence
itself. We have thoroughly demonstrated the capability of
our system to operate during live imaging without visually
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